
Eau de Parfum Agrumi di Sicilia
Citrusy, Zesty, Fresh

The Hesperides, Greek nymphs guardians of the divine citrus gardens, are
connected to the sunset. It is time for desio but it is still hot, the sun fills the citrus
grove, the cicadas chirp and the roses welcome the last distracted insects with their
scent.
A bouquet of musks completes and envelops the fragrance.

Eau de Toilette Donna Iris

Floral, Dusty, Intense

This fragrance is a tribute to Iris, to its characteristic intense, earthy and floral
essence. The head: carrot seeds, violet leaf, and bergamot opens up the fragrance
to a magical encounter. The heart is a floral accord built on the aquatic and airy
nuances of Lily. At the base, the Iris resinoid and a light sugary note complete the
pyramid.Iris is a delicate but tenacious flower with a penetrating color.

Eau de Toilette Elena Rossini

Floral, Incensed, Sophisticated

Ancient, forgotten notes, raw materials from the early 1600s, revisited through the
eyes of a young Florentine woman working in Paris. Notre Dame and its magic. True
love.Citrus fruits open up the fragrance, almost imperceptible bend to a majestic
heart: rose, tuberose, iris. Ambergris and incense complete the fragrance with
mystical and sacred notes.

Eau de Parfum Gemma di Sale

Ozonic, Aquatic, Mediterranean

The fresh and lively force of the sea.The energy of the waves crashing on rocks,
scents of aromatic herbs at sunset; the towel soaked with water and salt, the
light-heartedness of a day at the beach.Every single note of this perfume is a
sensation of transparency: the fresh ozonic notes, the fragrant energy of thyme, and
a caress of white musk at the base.

Eau de Parfum Incenso

Sacred, Liturgical, Resinous



A sacred, liturgical, ancestral moment. A play of light and shadows. A game between
the sacred and the profane refereed by the sweet notes that round off the pungent
and soft fragrance. An aromatic note softens the intensity of the incense making it
wearable. It is a sacred, profound, and intimate journey.

Eau de Parfum Lavanda Barocca

Aromatic, Floral, Powdery

A play of light and shadow, a chase between the sacred and the profane.A light
scaffolding that grips on the soul and lifts it.Just as the stuccoes of Baroque
churches reflect the light of candles, so the essence of lavender amplifies the
sumptuousness of the lavender absolute.Notes of hay, ancient notes, slightly
powdery and a hint of ambergris enhance the veiled richness of the protagonist.

Eau de Parfum Muschi e Pepe

Musky, Spicy, Enveloping

A concert of strings, full, deep, enveloping and self-centered. The perfume opens
with black pepper, volatile, ephemeral, pungent, like the notes of a tuned violin.
Immediately after a riot of musks: long, low, base notes that complete and envelop
the fragrance. A succession of double bass and cello.

Eau de Parfum Patchouli Nero

Woody, Oriental, Profound

In the 1970s, the wave of pacifist revolution that rocked the world smelled of
Patchouli. Dream of Oriental lands, and of initiatory journeys. Its essence is
extracted from the leaves, but it is so imposing that it is considered woody. A light
amber bouquet softens the characteristic camphor. Deep, multifaceted, vigorous,
wearable both by men and women.

Eau de Parfum Vaniglia Verde

Unusual, Green, Gourmand

It is dawn and the marieuses are preparing to pollinate the orchid flowers from which
the vanilla pods will be born.Tradition has it that this gesture of love takes place at
the hands of expert women, who take the place of bees.It is not just gourmand, it is
the olfactory tale of growth and maturity, an evergreen climbing vine. The green



notes of fleshy leaves and the still unripe pod that comes from the flowers; the flower
warm and sugary, reminiscent of the careful and gentle gesture.

The base is warm amber and liqueur.


